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Technical Details for natural/propane gas Aga 

Please note the site preparation must be carried out in full before the fitting of the cooker  

 

Flue  

All reconditioned gas Agas use an open flue.  Either a brick or prefabricated chimney is 

required.  When an original chimney is to be utilised, it must be line with a 4 inch stainless 

steel flexible flue liner (Copex).  A prefabricated flue should be double insulated 4 or 5 inch 

(Selkirk).   

Both types of flue should be terminated with a suitable gas cowl. 

The flue must exit vertically from the Aga to a height of 24 inches before any change in 

direction.  Flue centre is 18 3/8 inches from the right edge and 2 ½ inches to the back of the 

Aga.   

PLEASE NOTE WE DO NOT SUPPLY BALANCED OR POWER FLUES 

 

Ventilation 

We recommend (as per regulations) that a permanent air vent with a minimum effective area 

of 4 inches square (or the cross sectional area of the flue pipe, whichever is the greater) 

should be provided.  It should be on an outside wall in a high position. 

 

Fuel 

Oilwarm natural gas kit, traditional refurb kit.   

The control must be on the right hand side on 4 oven models.  It can be on either the left or 

right hand side on 2 oven models.   

Pipe size is 15mm. 

Prior notice should be given if kitchen units are to butt against the Aga to enable the valve to 

be sited further back away from the front.  The gas supply must be ready to turn on. 

 

Hot Water 

All Agas using the hot water facility MUST BE CONNECTED TO A GRAVITY FLOW 

SYSTEM (which must be indirect).  Water pipes may exit from the right or the left side of the 

Aga.  The hot water tank must be no further that 18 feet away, otherwise heat efficiency will 

be lost.  Pipe size is 28mm.   

Centre of the flow pipe to base of Aga is 27 inches (approximate). 

Centre of the return pipe to the base of the Aga is 21 ½ inches (approximate). 

Both pipes are 4 inches from the back of the cooker to the centre of the pipe (traditional) and 

2 ½ inches (delux). 

 

Plinth 

The cooker should be positioned on a level base of non combustible material. 

Recommended plinth depth is 26 inches (traditional) or 27 inches (delux).   

The width is 58 5/8 inches for a 4 oven and 38 7/8 inches for a 2 oven., the height is optional. 

 

Fitting Cost 

Installation is carried out by our experienced and trained fitters and the cost includes labour, 

all copper and brass fittings, and plumbing fittings, but not the cost of any vitreous enamel 

flue pipe.  These prices are listed overleaf.  We expect to arrive to a fully prepared site ie that 
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the flue/chimney is lined, the gas feed ready, the water pipes are set up, base/plinth is 

prepared and there is a gas supply.  Our charges do not include flue materials, building, 

plumbing or gas work.   

Please note the Aga will be delivered ready assembled. 

 

The above site preparations details are to be used as a guide only and must be used in 

compliance with local building regulations. 

 

Servicing 

We recommend that a natural gas Aga is serviced a 12 monthly intervals, and a LPG Aga 

every 6 months.  Your local service engineer should be able to do the work for you. 

 

Guarantee 

The Aga has a 12 months guarantee.  This covers all parts, excluding consumable parts which 

should be replaced at servicing.   

 

Cleaning 

We recommend that only warm water and a mild detergent are used on the cooker.  For 

further advice, please telephone us. 

 

Utensils 

The Aga is supplied with one wire tray and two flat trays.  More are available at extra cost. 

 


